CORE
SOLUTION
MEDITECH Rules & Worklists
Virtually instant MEDITECH optimization
with production-ready rules and worklists

Benefits
+ Streamlines administrative

processes by putting the right
patient data at your fingertips.
+ Provides production-ready

rules and/or worklists for
almost instant MEDITECH
optimization.
+ Automates calculations,

functions, messages, data
entry, and more (with optional
customization).

Small Conveniences Add Up To Big Efficiencies
From finding incomplete information such as payor records, flagging
patients with special indicators, to identifying a patient call list, small
conveniences add up to big efficiencies. MEDITECH Worklists make daily
tasks easier by placing the right information at your fingertips. Powerful
efficiencies can be achieved when a facility uses worklists and rules that
support workflows through automated calculations, messages, and data
entry.
CereCore’s library of MEDITECH Worklists and Rules are pre-built, tested,
and customizable items that can be deployed in your system within a
matter of days. Our solution takes the effort and cost from developing
these internally. Here’s how it works:
+ You choose a set of worklists or rules from our library

+ Includes training,

+ We build, personalize or customize in your TEST Ring

documentation, and
(optional) customization in a
matter of days.

+ We re-test before you approve for go-live
+ You receive documentation and training (train-the-trainer) on new

functionality

+ Provides cost-effective

option for pre-built worklists
that have been tested in
MEDITECH-based facilities
across the nation.

A Power-Packed Library Of Rules And Worklists
Purchasing packs of rules or worklists and implementing together
provides the most cost-effective process for optimizing MEDITECH after or
during implementation. Combined, this growing library provides over 125
options for ready-made functionality.

p: 855.276.9112
e: info@cerecore.net

IT Services With An Operator Heart

Worklists

Rules

Use custom worklists from Patient Access
applications to put critical data at your fingertips to
make daily tasks easier to accomplish and track.

Personalize pre-configured and generic build Expanse
M-AT rules to automate calculations, functions,
messages, data entry and assist in user behaviors based
on data entry.

FEATURED LISTS:

FEATURED FUNCTIONALITY:

• Medicare Secondary Payor – incomplete or elapsed

• Default data into the system: date, time; Y/N 		
response to query based on EDM event; last comment
for timed care episode; start time; previous responses
to a new query; lab results into query

• Confidential Patients – appearing on facility 		
directory or clergy lists, VIP, or incarcerated
• Motor Vehicle Accident lists

• Verify and modify data: date or time based on check
of status or query

• Medicare Policy Discrepancies
• Self-Pay lists
• Admittance lists – 30 day re-admittance, from
ED, from skilled nursing
• Information checks – social security, birth 		
name update, no email on file
• Free Text entries
• Preferred Language not English; Interpreter 		
Needed, Scheduled, or Canceled
• Census lists – Front Desk (restricted from 		
displaying confidential patients), ED, Surgery,
Referred, CLI, Inpatient, Newborn, Observation
• No Show and Cancellation lists
• Short Form Review
• Accounts – Referred, Pre-Status, SCH Status
• Call Lists – CLI, RCR, SDC, REF
• Register – Inpatient and observation 		
admission, discharge

• Prevent inaccurate or inappropriate data:
inappropriate response based on patient’s age, sex,
or specific responses from being selected together;
prevent none as an option; disallow future time/date
entry
• Require data, a query or answer: based on location 		
or query, registration status, patient’s age, when 		
already asked in a visit; when one of two questions is
completed
• Calculate: the MPI, Meters, V02 and METS as part of 		
the Six Minute walk test based on distance and steps;
score for Obstructive Sleep Apena (Stop-Bang), next
vaccine dose date; duration based on stop/start time
• Skip or stop on a query: based on another query
response, multiple group response, patient’s age, 		
account registration status
• Notify and warn users: of duplicate orders, before
deleting an account number; of two orders being 		
entered at the same time
• Launch pop-up messages: with URL link based on 		
response to Y/N query
• Prevent conflicts: create an OM conflict if two orders
are entered at same time; prevent order from being
placed if appropriate queries are not complete or sex
mix-match
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CereCore® provides IT services that make it easier for you to focus on
supporting hospital operations and transforming healthcare through
technology. With a heritage rooted in our nation’s top-performing
hospitals, we serve as leaders and experts in technology, operations,
data security, and clinical applications. We partner with clients to
become an extension of the team through comprehensive IT and
application support, technical professional and managed services, IT
advisory services, and EHR consulting, because we know firsthand the
power that integrated technology has on patient care and communities.
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